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The six Traceability Models of
ISO 17511:2020
Six calibration hierarchies and value transfer models are available depending on the
availability traceability to SI, of higher-order reference materials, of reference
measurement procedures, and harmonization protocols, as depicted in Figure 1.
Calibration in the traceability hierarchy means using the value of the previous reference
material in the traceability hierarchy to assign value through measurement to the next
calibrator in the hierarchy. This is primarily accomplished by purchasing a commutable
certified reference material at two or more appropriate concentrations, which can be
used for calibrating a linear measurement equation used for measurement – which in
this case means value transfer. If only a single concentration of the certified reference
material is available, a serial dilution of the reference material in the corresponding
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Figure 1: Transferring the value of previous reference material in the calibration
hierarchy to the following material by successive measurement steps. The calibrator
preceding the measurement step is used for calibration in each measurement step. The
assignment of value to the subsequent calibrator is performed by measurement and
using the measurement equation using this calibration.
Certified reference materials are self-evident at the top/beginning of the traceability
hierarchy and end-user calibrators further on in the hierarchy.
In several calibration hierarchies, the quantity being measured changes along with the
steps in the traceability hierarchy. In Figure 1 the value of the primary calibrator in m. 2
is transferred to m. 3 by isotope dilution mass spectrometry using chromatographic
characteristics and the mass of the analyte, and when the value of m. 3 is transferred to
m. 4, an enzymatic reaction combined with absorbance measurement is used.
The calibration hierarchy is a sequence of consecutive calibrations and value
assignments, alternating between measurement procedures found fit for the intended
use and appropriate reference materials (calibrators), beginning with certified
reference material and reference measurement procedures and ending with values for
the measurand in the intended human samples as determined with the end-user in vitro
end-user in vitro diagnostic measurement reagents and system.
The technical documentation of the calibration hierarchy needs to include a figure or
other illustration describing the linkage from the ultimate results using the human
samples examined with the specified measuring system up to the highest available
metrological reference.
For each step in the calibration hierarchy, the quantity being measured in the relevant
reference material or human samples, in the case of the final measurements with a
measuring system, must be identified, and the relationship between the measured
quantity (or quantities) and the measurand must be established.
For a given measurand, the metrologically highest-ranked measurement procedure,
measurement protocol, or calibration material in the calibration hierarchy must be
identified and used to define the highest level of metrological traceability for the actual
in vitro diagnostic measuring system to be used for analyzing patient samples.
The requirements of the two standards mentioned here apply ISO-15194 - “In vitro
diagnostic medical systems — Measurement of quantities in samples of biological origin
— Requirements for certified reference materials and the content of supporting
documentation” (1) and ISO-15193 “In vitro diagnostic medical systems —
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Measurement of quantities in samples of biological origin — Requirements for content
and presentation of reference measurement procedures” (2).
For a measuring system that claims metrological traceability of reported values for
human samples to the SI, the defined calibration hierarchy must be supported by
available higher-order references, including either or both reference materials and
reference measurement procedures that enable the realization of the appropriate SI
unit for the corresponding measurand.
To claim metrological traceability for calibration and reported values (International
Units) using a non-SI traceable measuring system, the calibration hierarchy for the
measuring system must be defined in a manner that enables the consistent realization
of the corresponding (non-SI) international units (IU).
The number of steps in the calibration hierarchy chain may be modified, provided that
the changes are validated, and the metrologically highest elements of the hierarchy are
retained.
The measured quantity at different steps in the calibration hierarchy commonly changes
as the reference materials/calibrators and measurement procedures change throughout
the traceability hierarchy. Changes to the measured quantity may result in different SI
reporting units.
For complex measurands such as specific proteins in human blood plasma, the measured
quantity in a calibration hierarchy at the highest level is often the purity of the intact
protein is commonly expressed as a mass fraction, mg/g. At lower levels in the
calibration hierarchy, the measurand is often the amount-of-substance concentration of
specific epitopes or peptides derived from the protein of interest. In such cases, the
measured quantity may be different at different levels in the hierarchy, and the assigned
values for various reference materials/calibrators are appropriately expressed in other
SI units.
Some measurable quantities cannot be expressed in terms of the seven base or derived
quantities of the SI but have the nature of a count such as the number of CD4 cells,
number of copies of a specific nuclear acid sequence, etc., per unit volume. A complete
description of the quantity being counted is essential even in such instances.
Traceability to the SI for counts is established through appropriate, validated counting
measurement procedures as described in ISO 20391, ISO 20395, and (3).
The ISO 17511:2020 (4) standard details six typical traceability hierarchies principally
described below. They are different depending on the availability or not of the following
four prerequisites:
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1. Traceability to SI
2. Availability of certified reference materials
3. Availability reference measurement procedures
4. Availability of harmonization protocols
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Calibration Hierarchy 1 (CH1): Both primary reference material and reference measurement
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Figure 2: Calibration hierarchy 1 (CH1) Illustration of a traceability hierarchy
applicable when both primary reference material and reference measurement
procedure available
Primary reference measurement procedures and other fit for the intended use
measurement procedures (CH1, ms.1, ms.2) provide metrological traceability to a SI
unit of measurement with the slightest achievable measurement uncertainty. More than
one primary reference measurement procedure can be used to assign values for
quantities of a given kind to primary calibrators. The values obtained by two or more
primary reference measurement procedures for a given measurand must not be
significantly different within a stated uncertainty at a confidence level for the
appropriate analytical quality specifications.
A selected primary reference measurement procedure (CH1, ms.1) must be amongst the
best available realization of the unit of measurement, including the slightest achievable
relative standard measurement uncertainty. The primary reference material must have
its value assigned either directly by a primary reference measurement procedure or by
a fit for the intended use measurement procedure for identity and purity assessment of
pure substances, e.g., quantitative nuclear magnetic resonance, mass balance, or geneor amino acid sequencing (5, 6). The value assignment and documentation for a primary
reference material must conform to ISO-15194 – “In vitro diagnostic medical systems --
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Measurement of quantities in samples of biological origin -- Requirements for certified
reference materials and the content of supporting documentation” (1).
The primary reference materials (CH1, m.1) are usually highly purified. They contain a
physiochemically well-defined analyte, evaluated for compositional stability integrity,
and accompanied by a certificate (t - a certified reference material).
A primary calibrator (CH1, m.2) must be prepared from a primary reference material
[m.1] and value-assigned using a primary reference measurement procedure (HC1,
ms.2). The primary reference measurement procedure commonly involves weighing,
with the dissolving of a measured mass of the primary reference material in a measured
mass of an appropriate solvent.
An appropriate reference measurement procedure (CH1, ms.3) for the measurand must
be used to assign a value to a secondary calibrator or secondary reference material (CH1,
m.3) with a complex matrix. For the documentation of the reference measurement
procedure (HC1, ms.3) for the measurand, the requirements of ISO-15193:2009 – “In
vitro diagnostic medical systems - Measurement of quantities in samples of biological
origin - Requirements for content and presentation of reference measurement
procedures” must apply (2).
In cases where more than one reference measurement procedure is available, or when
multiple available reference laboratories can perform the same measurement
procedures for the measurand, proficiency testing programs such as IFCC External
Quality Assessment Scheme for Reference (calibration) Laboratories in Laboratory
Medicine (7-9) can provide helpful information regarding equivalence among different
reference measuring systems and other reference laboratories.
The secondary calibrators or secondary reference materials (HC1, m.3) must be
commutable with human samples as determined in commutability assessment studies
(10-20).
The manufacturer's selected measurement procedure (HC1, p.4) must include a
measuring system calibrated by one or more commutable calibrators or reference
materials (HC1, m.3) when available.
The manufacturer's working calibrator is usually a material with a matrix resembling
the human samples intended to be measured by the end-users in vitro diagnostic
measuring system. Manufacturers often use panels of clinical samples or a series of
pools of human clinical samples for working calibrators. The manufacturer's working
calibrator (HC1, m.4) must have its value assigned according to the manufacturer's
selected measurement procedure (HC1, ms.4), or - depending on commutability
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characteristics of the working calibrator - according to the reference measurement
procedure (HC1, ms.3). The secondary (working) calibrators (HC1, m.4) must be
commutable with human samples as determined in commutability assessment studies
comparing the manufacturer’s selected measurement procedure (HC1, ms.4) and the
manufacturer’s standing measurement procedure (HC1, ms.5), or comparing the
reference measurement procedure (HC1, ms.3) and the manufacturer’s standing
measurement procedure (HC1, ms.5) if steps (HC1, m.3) and (HC1, p.4) are omitted
from the calibration hierarchy.
The manufacturer's standing measurement procedure (HC1, ms.5) must define a
measurement procedure calibrated by one or more of the manufacturer's working
calibrators or other commutable matrix calibrators and validated for analytical
selectivity.
The manufacturer's end-user calibrator (HC1, m.5.) must have its value assigned
according to the manufacturer's standing measurement procedure (HC1, ms.5) or the
manufacturer’s selected measurement procedure (HC1, ms.4) and is intended for
calibration of the end-users measuring system (HC1, ms.6).
The end-user measuring system (HC1, ms.6) must describe a measuring system
calibrated by one or more end-user calibrators. This measurement procedure, the final
measurement procedure in the calibration hierarchy for the defined measurand, is used
to examine human samples and generate final measured values for the measurand, with
combined standard measurement uncertainties of the reported values to be estimated
by the end-user, including all known measurement uncertainties gathered at each of the
higher steps in the defined calibration hierarchy.
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Calibration Hierarchy 2 (CH2): A primary reference measurement procedure defines the
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Figure 3: Calibration hierarchy when a reference measuring system defines the
measurand, but no primary reference material for the quantity; traceable to SI is
available.
Figure 3 describes a model calibration hierarchy for measurands with a primary
reference measurement procedure that defines the measurand with metrological
traceability to SI when no certified primary reference materials are available. In such
cases, exemplified by calibration hierarchies for catalytic activity concentration of
enzymes, including some blood coagulation factors in human plasma, metrological
traceability to SI is based on thoroughly defined and internationally agreed reference
measurement procedures.
Catalytic concentration measurements are only comparable among different
laboratories if the enzyme activities are measured under the same conditions. Therefore,
an enzyme measurand must be described both by all the following: kind-of-quantity,
name of enzyme and system, and the specified measurement procedure, especially the
indicator component of the measured reaction. At the top of the calibration hierarchy,
the primary reference measurement procedure must be internationally agreed upon.
For a measurand that is the catalytic concentration of an enzyme, the primary reference
measurement procedure (HC2, ms.3) is an integral part of the definition of the
measurand. Therefore, the primary reference measurement procedure (HC2, p.3) must
be specified in sufficient detail regarding equipment, reagents, reaction conditions, and
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calculation from the measured signal. The reference measurement procedure can be
reproduced in any qualified laboratory that intends to perform the measurement.
The documentation for a primary reference measurement procedure used in a calibration
hierarchy as described in HC2, p.3 must meet the requirements of ISO-15193:2009 “In
vitro diagnostic medical devices - Measurement of quantities in samples of biological
origin - Requirements for content and presentation of reference measurement
procedures” (2). In addition, the description of the primary reference measurement
procedure for the measurand (HC2, p.3) must include highly detailed information about
the measurement procedure detailed in the ISO-17511:2020 (4) – “In vitro diagnostic
medical devices — Requirements for establishing metrological traceability of values
assigned to calibrators, trueness control materials, and human samples” standard.
Secondary reference materials or calibrators (HC2, m.3) usually have a matrix
resembling the human samples intended to be measured by the end-users routine
measurement procedures to improve the likelihood that these materials will be
commutable with human samples when used in lower-order measurement procedures
in the calibration hierarchy. Panels- or pools of human samples- are secondary
reference materials applicable in this context (HC2, m.3), depending on biochemical
characteristics (e.g., stability) of the measurand.
The primary reference measurement procedure for the measurand (HC2, ms.3) must be
used to assign a value to a secondary calibrator or secondary reference material (HC2,
m.3) with a complex matrix.
The secondary reference materials (HC2, m.3) have certified values with associated
uncertainties and are value-assigned by a calibration laboratory using a fit-for-purpose
primary reference measurement procedure.
A manufacturer's selected MP (HC2, p.4) must define a measurement procedure that is
calibrated by one or more secondary reference materials or secondary calibrators (HC2,
m.3) and is used to assign values to the manufacturer’s working calibrator(s) (HC2,
m.4).
The manufacturer's working calibrator (HC2, m.4) must have values assigned according
to the manufacturer's selected measurement procedure (HC2, p.4) or - depending on
the commutability characteristics of the working calibrator - according to a primary
reference measurement procedure (HC2, p.3) for the measurand. The secondary
(working) calibrators (HC2, m.4) must be commutable with human samples as
determined in commutability assessment studies comparing the manufacturer’s
selected measurement procedure (HC2, p.4) and the manufacturer’s standing
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measurement procedure (HC2, p.5), or comparing the reference measurement
procedure (HC2, p.3) and the manufacturer’s standing measurement procedure (HC2,
p.5) if steps (HC2, m.3) and (HC2, p.4) are omitted from the calibration hierarchy.
The manufacturer’s standing measurement procedure (HC2, p.5) must define a
measurement procedure calibrated by one or more of the manufacturer’s working
calibrators (HC2, m.4) or higher-ranking calibrators. It must also be validated for
analytical selectivity.
The manufacturer's end-user calibrator (HC2, m.5) is intended to calibrate the end-users
in vitro diagnostic measuring system. It must have its value assigned according to the
manufacturer's standing measurement procedure (HC2, p.5).
The manufacturer must estimate the total uncertainty of the assigned value of the enduser calibrator (HC2, m.5). It must incorporate all relevant higher-order uncertainties
and the uncertainties of each of the subsequent measurements in the calibration
hierarchy down to and including the manufacturer’s standing measurement procedures
(HC2, p.5).
The end-user of the vitro diagnostic measuring system (HC2, p.6) must describe a
measuring system calibrated by one or more end-user calibrators. This measurement
procedure, the final measurement procedure in the calibration hierarchy, is used to
examine human samples and generate the final measured values for the measurand,
with combined standard measurement uncertainties of the reported values to be
estimated by the end-user, including all known measurement uncertainties obtained at
each higher step in the defined calibration hierarchy.
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Calibration Hierarchy 3: Measurands defined by a reference measurement procedure
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Figure 4: Measurand defined by a reference measuring system calibrated with a
particular primary calibrator traceable to SI
Calibration hierarchies for measurands that are defined by a reference measurement
procedure calibrated with a particular primary calibrator (with traceability to SI) are
described in Figure 4. In such cases, the reference measurement procedure detects a
quantity that is a component of the measurand (for example, a peptide fragment or an
epitope) rather than the entire molecular structure of the quantity intended to be
measured.
A higher-order reference measurement procedure (Figure 3, ms.3) that is calibrated with
a particular primary calibrator (HC3, m.2) must define the measurand due to its
selectivity for a specific epitope or molecular structure that is part of the measurand
(21-30).
The secondary reference materials or secondary calibrators will usually have a matrix
resembling the human samples intended to be measured by the end-user in vitro
diagnostic measuring system to improve the likelihood that these reference materials
will be commutable with human samples making sure that they are suitable for use with
the measurement procedures that they are intended to calibrate (HC3, ms.4 and ms.5)
The manufacturer's selected measurement procedures (HC3, ms.4) must define a
measuring system calibrated by one or more secondary calibrators or secondary
reference materials (HC3, m.3). Its primary purpose is to transfer trueness to the
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manufacturer’s working calibrator (HC3, m.4). This measurement procedure shall be
selected partly because the calibrators (HC3, m.3, and m.4) are commutable with human
samples. A manufacturer's working calibrator is commonly a material with a matrix
resembling the intended human samples to be used with the end-user in vitro
diagnostic measuring systems, such as a panel or a series of pools of human samples.
The manufacturer's working calibrator (HC3, m.4) must have its value assigned
according to the manufacturer's selected measurement procedure (HC3, p.4). The
calibration material (HC3, m.4) must have demonstrated commutability with the
intended human samples to ensure its suitability for use with the manufacturer's
selected measurement procedure (HC3, p.4) and the procedure to be calibrated, i.e., the
manufacturer’s standing measurement procedure (HC3, p.5).
The manufacturer's standing measurement procedure (HC3, p.5) must define a
measurement procedure calibrated by one or more of the manufacturer's working
calibrators (HC3, m.4) or higher ranked calibrator and must be validated for analytical
selectivity.
The manufacturer's end-user measuring system calibrator (HC3, m.5) shall have its value
according to the manufacturer's standing measurement procedure (HC3, p.5) and is
intended to calibrate the end-user in vitro diagnostic measuring system. The total
uncertainty of the assigned value of the end-user invitro diagnostic measuring system
calibrator (HC3, m.5) must be estimated by the manufacturer and incorporate all
appropriate higher-order uncertainties in addition to the uncertainties of each of the
subsequent measurement procedures in the calibration hierarchy down to and
including the manufacturer’s standing measurement procedure HC3.
The end-user measuring system (Fig. 3, ms.6) must describe a measuring system
calibrated by one or more end-user calibrators. This measurement procedure, the final
measurement procedure in the calibration hierarchy for the defined measurand, is used
to examine human samples and generate final measured values for the measurand, with
combined standard measurement uncertainties of the reported values to be estimated
by the end-user, including all known measurement uncertainties accumulated at each
higher step in the defined calibration hierarchy.
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Calibration Hierarchy 4: Measurand defined by value assignment protocol for international
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Figure 5: Measurand defined by value assignment protocol for international
conventional calibrator (conforming with ISO 15194 but with no SI traceability).
The calibration hierarchy described in Figure 5 applies to cases where there is an
international conventional calibrator that defines the measurand (CH4, m.3), and which
conforms with the requirements of ISO-15194:2009 – “In vitro diagnostic medical
devices -- Measurement of quantities in samples of biological origin -- Requirements for
certified reference materials and the content of supporting documentation” standard.
For these kinds of measurable quantities, there are no reference measurement
procedures, no primary reference materials or primary calibrators, and no traceability
to SI.
The manufacturer's working calibrators frequently consist of pools of human samples
with a matrix resembling the natural human samples intended to be measured by the
end-user measuring systems. The manufacturer's working calibrator (CH4, m.4) must
have its value assigned according to the manufacturer's selected measurement
procedure (CH4, ms.4). The manufacturer's working calibrator (CH4, m.4) must have
demonstrated commutability with the intended human samples in the manufacturer's
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selected measurement procedure (CH4, ms.4) and the manufacturer’s standing
measurement procedure (CH4, ms.5).
The manufacturer's standing measurement procedure (CH4, ms.5) must define a
measurement procedure calibrated by one or more of the manufacturer's working
calibrators (CH4, m.4) or higher types of calibrator such as the international
conventional calibrator (CH4, m.3) and is validated for measurement selectivity.
The end-user measuring system calibrator (CH4, m.5) must have its value assigned
according to the manufacturer's standing measurement procedure. It is intended to
calibrate the end-user measuring system (CH4, ms.6). The total measurement
uncertainty of the assigned value of the end-user measuring system calibrator (CH4,
m.5) must be estimated by the manufacturer, including all steps in the calibration
hierarchy, including the manufacturer’s standing measurement procedure.
The end-user measuring system (CH4, ms.6) must describe a measuring system
calibrated by one or more end-user calibrators. The final step in the calibration
hierarchy for the defined measurand is used to examine human samples and generate
final measured values for the measurand, with combined standard measurement
uncertainties of the reported values to be estimated by the end-user, including all
known measurement uncertainties accumulated at each higher step in the defined
calibration hierarchy.
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Calibration Hierarchy 5: Measurand defined by an international harmonization protocol (not
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Figure 6: Measurand defined by international harmonization protocol
The calibration hierarchy described in Figure 6 applies to cases in which an
international harmonization protocol defines the measurand in human samples. Still,
there are no internationally agreed reference measurement procedures, no primary
reference materials, no conventional reference measurement procedures or reference
materials, and no metrological traceability to the SI.
The international harmonization protocol for the measurand (CH5, p.3) defines the
highest metrological level in the calibration hierarchy. It is intended to achieve
equivalence of reported results for the intended human samples (CH5, m.6) among
available harmonized end-user measuring systems (CH5, p.6) for the measurand. The
standard ISO-21151:2020 – “In vitro diagnostic medical devices – Requirements for
international harmonization protocols establishing metrological traceability of values
assigned to calibrators and human samples” details harmonization protocols in a
metrologically traceable calibration hierarchy (31).
The international harmonization protocol (CH5, ms.3) must specify the process used to
assign harmonized values (arbitrary units, not traceable to SI) to the harmonization
reference materials (CH5, m.3). The international harmonization protocol (CH5, ms.3)
must specify how the harmonization reference materials are used to estimate
relationships between the results for the harmonization reference materials (CH5, m.3)
among the measuring systems (CH5, p.6) participating in the harmonization protocol.
The overall measurement uncertainties associated with the assigned quantity values for
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the harmonization reference materials must be estimated and accounted for in the
estimate of the calibrators for the specified in vitro diagnostic measuring system.
Each measuring system manufacturer must determine and document a measuring
system-specific algorithm that when applied to (a) their selected measurement
procedure (CH5, ms.4) for assignment of values to their working calibrator or
calibrators (CH5, m.4), or (b) to their standing measurement procedure (CH5, ms.5) for
assignment of values to their end-user in vitro diagnostic measuring system calibrator
or calibrators (CH5, m.5), or (c) to their harmonized in vitro diagnostic measuring
system (CH5, p.6) for assignment of values to human samples (CH5, m.6), will enable
achievement of equivalent results for human samples with their specified in vitro
measuring system when compared to other in vitro diagnostic measuring systems
participating in the harmonization protocol. The measurement uncertainty introduced
by the in vitro diagnostic measuring system-specific harmonization algorithm must also
be accounted for and included in the estimate of the measurement uncertainty
component at the applicable position in the calibration hierarchy, as well as in the final
combined measurement uncertainty of the end-user calibrator(s), for each harmonized
measuring system.
The end-user in vitro diagnostic measuring system (CH5, p.6) must describe a
measuring system calibrated by one or more specified end-user in vitro diagnostic
measuring system calibrators (CH5, m.5). This measurement procedure, the final
measurement procedure in the calibration hierarchy for the defined measurand, is used
to examine human samples and generate final measured values for the measurand, with
combined standard measurement uncertainties of the reported values to be estimated
by the end-user, including all known measurement uncertainties accumulated at each
higher step in the entire calibration hierarchy.
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Calibration Hierarchy 6: Measurand defined by manufacturer’s internal arbitrarily defined
reference material (not traceable to SI, no certified reference material, no reference
measurement procedure, and no harmonization protocol)
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Figure 7: Measurand defined by manufacturer’s internal arbitrarily defined reference
materials (no primary reference materials or certified reference materials; no reference
measuring system; no harmonization protocol; not traceable to SI).
The calibration hierarchy described in Figure 7 applies to measurands with
metrological traceability only to a manufacturer’s internal, arbitrarily defined reference
materials (CH6, m.3), for certain measurands with no certified pure reference materials
(CH6, m.1), no primary calibrators (6, m.2), no reference measurement procedures
(CH6, ms.3), no harmonization protocol, and no traceability to SI.
Since higher-order reference materials and measurement procedures (CH6, m.1, m.2,
ms.1, ms.2, ms.3) do not exist for these types of measurands, arbitrary reference
materials (CH6, m.3) can be established as the metrologically highest level in the
defined calibration hierarchy for the measurand.
To ensure consistency in the calibration of the specified end-user measuring systems,
manufacturers sometimes establish arbitrary measurement procedures (CH6, ms.4) and
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arbitrary reference materials (CH6, m.3) as the highest level of these calibration
hierarchies. Arbitrary reference materials (CH6, m.3) are at times prepared from, e.g.,
purified biomarkers, then measured with a selected measuring system (CH6, ms.4),
enabling further calibration and value assignment to a working calibrator (CH6, m.4).
Such working calibrators are often prepared in a human sample matrix material or
other appropriate matrices or are comprised of, e.g., panels (or pools) of human
samples or “spiked” human samples.
In cases where a manufacturer establishes an independent calibration hierarchy using a
selected measurement procedure (CH6, ms.4) where there is no availability of reference
material for the measurand (e.g., measurement procedures dependent on other
properties such as UV absorptivity; procedures based on counting; etc.), the selected
measurement procedure must be the metrologically highest level in the specified
calibration hierarchy for the defined measurand.
The manufacturer's standing measurement procedure (CH6, ms.5) must define a
calibrated measuring system with the manufacturer’s working calibrator (CH6, m.4),
which may be comprised of arbitrary reference materials, including panels of human
samples or sample pools. The standing measurement procedure (CH6, p.5) shall be used
to determine assigned values for the manufacturer’s end-user measuring system
calibrator(s) (CH6, m.5).
The manufacturer's end-user IVD MD calibrators (CH6, m.5) will have values assigned
according to the manufacturer's standing measurement procedure (CH6, p.5) and are
intended for use in the calibration of the end-users measuring system (CH6, p.6). The
µcal of the assigned value of the end-user measuring system calibrator (CH6, m.5) must
be estimated by the manufacturer, incorporating all appropriate higher-order
uncertainties in addition to the uncertainties of each of the subsequent measurement
procedures in the calibration hierarchy down to and including the manufacturer’s
standing measurement procedure (CH6, p.5).
The end-user in vitro diagnostic measuring system (CH6, p.6) will describe a measuring
system calibrated by one or more end-user measuring system calibrators. This
measurement procedure (CH6, ms.6), the final measurement procedure in the
calibration hierarchy for the defined measurand, is used to examine human samples and
generate final measured values for the measurand (CH6, m.6), with combined standard
measurement uncertainties in the reported values to be estimated by the end-user,
considering all known measurement uncertainties accrued at each higher step in the
defined calibration hierarchy.
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Documentation of the calibration hierarchy to be included in the manufacturer’s
technical file for the specified in vitro diagnostic measuring system for a measurand
with metrological traceability according to the scheme in CH6 must include
specifications and validation documentation for elements critical to the performance
and reproducibility of the calibration hierarchy, including at least:
a) specification of raw materials to be prepared, purchased, processed, or otherwise
acquired for preparation of any arbitrary reference materials (CH6, m.3, m.4) or
reagents and other components of the measuring system (CH6, p.4, p.5) including
specifications for any patient samples (or pools) or other types of samples intended to
serve as reference materials at various levels (CH6, m.3, m.4) of the calibration
hierarchy.
b) specification of the measurand of interest and any associated measured quantities and
influence quantities appropriate to each clinical intended use of the specified measuring
system in sufficient detail to enable reproducible human sample selection and pool
preparation for subsequent batches of reference materials (CH6, m.3, m.4) as applicable.
It is self-evident that the measurand present in each human sample selected as a
calibration panel member (CH6, m.3, and m.4) is assumed to represent the measurand
of interest for each stated intended use of the in vitro diagnostic measuring system.
c) for steps in the calibration hierarchy that are under the control of the manufacturer,
procedures and work instructions for assignment of quantity values to human samples
(or pools) or other arbitrary materials intended to serve as reference materials (CH6,
m.3, m.4), including descriptions of measures to be taken to ensure consistency of the
value assignment process for replacement batches of calibration panels or other
arbitrary reference materials. Internal reference materials (CH6, m.3, m.4) are assigned
values by the manufacturer using protocols including, for example, (a) arbitrary units of
measurement, (b) standard addition of weighed or volumetrically dispensed volumes of
a concentrate, (c) direct measurements using the manufacturer’s selected MP (see CH6,
p.4) (for example an available commercial measurement procedure), or (d) other
scientifically valid methods as appropriate to the measurement technology and type of
analyte. A sub-panel of human samples from the first calibration panel (CH6, m.3) is
often used to transfer assigned values to a subsequent calibration panel.
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